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ABSTRACT | Multimedia information retrieval (MIR) and

delivery plays an important role in many application domains

due to the increasing need to identify, filter, and manage

growing amounts of data, notably multimedia information. To

efficiently manage and exchange multimedia information,

interoperability between coded data and metadata is required

and standardization is central to achieving the necessary level

of interoperability. In the context of this paper, the term

retrieval refers to the process by which a user, human or

machine, identifies the content it needs, and the term delivery

refers to the adaptive transport and consumption of the

identified content in a particular context or usage environment.

Both the retrieval and delivery processes may require content

and context metadata. This paper will argue that maximum

quality of experience depends not only on the content itself

(and thus content metadata) but also on the consumption

conditions (thus context metadata). Additionally, the rights and

protection conditions have become critically important in

recent years, especially with the explosion of electronic music

commerce and different Bshopping[ conditions. This paper will

review existing multimedia standards related to information

retrieval and adaptive delivery of multimedia content, empha-

sizing the need for such standards, and will show how these

standards can help the development, dissemination, and

valorization of MIR research results. Moreover, it will also

discuss limitations of the current standards and anticipate what

future standardization activities are relevant and needed. Due

to space limitations, the paper will mainly concentrate on

MPEG standards although many other relevant standards are

also reviewed and discussed.
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I . INTRODUCTION

It is largely recognized that multimedia data and related

technologies are a growing part of our lives. The increasing

ease for consumers to acquire, produce, process, store,

transmit, and publish multimedia data has also trans-

formed many of us from content consumers to content

creators. Multimedia content is being searched, accessed,

and managed under very different conditions in terms of
users, location, time, devices, networks, etc. Consequent-

ly, content retrieval and delivery have become central

issues in the provision of efficient and powerful multime-

dia experiences since users must not only be able to

quickly and effectively retrieve and filter what they want,

but also get access to a version of that content which

maximizes their multimedia experiences. For the purposes

of this paper, the term retrieval refers to the process by
which a user, human or machine, identifies the content it

needs, while the term delivery refers to the adaptive

transport and consumption of the identified content in a

particular context or usage environment. While consump-

tion of (coded) multimedia data is the ultimate target for

users, years and experience have shown that to shorten the

bridge between content and users, the so-called metadata
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or Bdata about the data[ plays a central role. Metadata or
description data plays the role of a Bvisit card[ for the

content; metadata may be more or less complete and

sophisticated, but typically provides key information about

the content it represents in a quick and simple way, which

makes multimedia content as searchable as text.

Considering the current multimedia landscape, it

becomes very clear that standards provide a set of

reference solutions for specific interoperability needs.
While these reference solutions tend to take a snapshot of

available technology for a particular problem at a given

time, this is largely compensated for in the interoperability

that is achieved, which enables sizeable markets, reduced

costs, and technical competition and evolution. Interop-

erability may take on different meanings at each point in

the multimedia chain, but it is clearly an indispensable

requirement since it is the basis that devices and
applications could work together for particular functions

such as identification, retrieval, delivery, management,

and consumption. This can easily be confirmed by the

evolution of multimedia in the last 10–15 years. For

instance, the widespread growth of both MP3 and JPEG

formats created a level of interoperability among digital

music and image formats that essentially launched the

multimedia age. Interoperability at this large scale opened
up many opportunities for consumers to retrieve and

consume multimedia and created a generation of people

sometimes referred to as the BMP3 generation.[
The biggest challenge for standards is to match the

market needs with the technological capabilities coming

from research; this must happen in a timely manner. In

developing standards, it is also essential to minimize the

amount of normative technologies so that the areas for
competition could be maximized and evolution in the

realm of an interoperable framework could occur. As a

case in point, audio and video encoders are not standard-

ized, while decoders are; this separation has enabled the

performance of encoders to increase over time and

compete in the market while still maintaining interoper-

ability with the decoders.

Although the most obvious standardization needs in
the early days of multimedia were for coding formats, the

proliferation of multimedia data soon created the need for

metadata standards. Both the retrieval and delivery

processes may require content and context metadata to

maximize the quality of the user experience. Metadata

allows the full value of digital multimedia content to be

realized since it plays a key role in providing machine-

processable content, a central requisite for more intelli-
gent, adaptive, and powerful multimedia services and

applications.

Since metadata addresses so many aspects of content

representation and delivery there is a multiplicity of

metadata types that may be relevant for different

industries, processes, functionalities, application domains,

etc. There is also metadata that does not change in the

content life cycle and metadata that changes along the
value chain or if the content is modified. Metadata may be

produced and consumed at various points in the multime-

dia chain; since it may also be modified, the issue of

protecting the metadata itself (not only the content) must

be considered. Different types of metadata may be

produced at the various steps in the chain using different

methods, e.g., manual or automatic, and with different

values, e.g., semantic or legal. For the purpose of better
understanding and organizing the metadata problem,

Table 1 includes a list of relevant metadata types with a

brief definition.

For the advanced retrieval and delivery of multimedia

content, it is essential to achieve a semantic understanding

of the media content. Semantics relate not only to the

content itself but also to the context and thus to the social,

cultural, and legal content dimensions. Because semantics
are vital, the role of controlled terms such as classification

schemes, taxonomies, and controlled vocabularies is also

important. The set of metadata types presented in Table 1

will be used in the next sections to help structure the

analysis of metadata standards. Due to length restrictions,

only some of the most relevant metadata standards from

those available will be considered.

The objective of this paper is to briefly review the most
relevant available metadata standards, understand the

development state of the field, and provide a strategic

analysis of future standardization needs. Due to space

limitations, the paper will give special emphasis to MPEG

standards, although many other relevant standards are also

reviewed and discussed. The paper also analyses the

challenges of deploying metadata standards and the

improvements in the standardization process that are
already happening or should happen to help the deploy-

ment of metadata standards. For this, the paper is

organized as follows. The next section covers the various

metadata interoperability points in the production and

delivery chain and discusses several practical scenarios in

which metadata interoperability is critical. Section III

reviews relevant standards for the description of multime-

dia content. Section IV provides an overview of metadata
pertaining to multimedia rights and protection, while

Section V describes context descriptions that characterize

the usage environment where multimedia is ultimately

consumed. Section VI presents a new dimension of

multimedia standards targeting application formats that

specify combinations of technology, notably metadata.

Section VII identifies future needs and challenges in the

area of metadata standards, and some concluding remarks
are given in Section VIII.

II . INTEROPERABLE
METADATA SCENARIOS

While it is well accepted, and even evident for some

domains like ID3 tags for digital music [1], that metadata
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standards may be important for the explosion of a business,

it is also true that metadata standards have been finding a

hard time to impose themselves compared with coding

standards, e.g., the MPEG-7 standard as discussed later in

this paper. This difficulty seems to derive from one major

reason: the broader scope and meaning of metadata

interoperability deriving from its coverage of a larger
range of technical and business dimensions including a

deeper dependence on the application domains. While

coding stays at a rather low-level in the multimedia chain,

metadata spans over the entire multimedia chain in terms

of industries, e.g., television, music, and surveillance, pro-
cesses, e.g., creation, production, packaging, management,

and distribution, application domains, e.g., news, sports,
and movies, content representation approach, e.g., frame-
work, language, schema, semantics, and coding, function-
alities, e.g., retrieval, summarization, filtering, and

personalization, and content types, e.g., video, audio,

graphics, 3-D, speech, and text [2]. The diversity and size

of the metadata target is extremely broad.

In a metadata context, interoperability aims for a

common exchange format between industries, application

domains, processes in the multimedia chain, devices, etc.,
independently of the fact the metadata may be stored in

some database or carried around together with the data

itself. The added value of metadata interoperability may be

present in many multimedia actions along the value chain

(see Fig. 1):

1) allowing for aggregation of metadata provided by

multiple sources such as various metadata service

providers including local providers and personal

metadata for content provided by a user;

2) facilitating access to content by consumers, e.g.,
access contents based on metadata retrieval from

database, content transmission with associated

metadata followed by local retrieval on consumer

device, and access to video on demand services

with metadata;

3) facilitating access and sharing of content among

different users and user devices, e.g., locally

stored on a hard-disc drive (HDD) recorder or PC
in the home, or among devices of different users.

Because there are many ways and dimensions to

address the metadata problem, several organizations and

standardization bodies have developed several metadata

standards according to different perspectives, more or less

domain specific, and with different degrees of mutual

complementary and harmonization. Among these organi-

zations and bodies are the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
(DCMI) [3], the Society for Motion Pictures and

Television Engineers (SMPTE) [4], the European Broad-

casting Union (EBU) [5], the Moving Picture Experts

TABLE 1 Metadata Types With Definition
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Group (MPEG) [6], the TV-Anytime Consortium [7], the

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [8], and the
International Press Telecommunications Council (IPTC)

[9]. A brief analysis of available metadata standards

demonstrates the growing importance of the Extensible

Markup Language (XML) as a common definition

language. However, commonalities between the various

standards are very limited which makes interoperability

between them very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.

In fact, the interoperability between standards is not so
much based on the representation language, though this

helps, but rather on the clear definition of what a

particular term means and which relations can be

associated with it. Thus, the strength of standards such

as MPEG-7 is that the specification of description tools

allows a comparison with the same or similar concepts in

other standards. So, from a metadata point of view, it is the

ontological dimension that provides interoperability, even
more than the representation language. In practice,

syntactic and semantic interoperability should go together

since one without the other will always run into

(insurmountable) obstacles [10].

Because addressing all the dimensions mentioned

above in a single standardVindustry, process, application

domain, content types, technical approach, functionality,

and content typeVmay easily prove to be an impossible

task, the future of metadata standards seems to ask for a

serious harmonization through a modular approach
targeting complementary and application-specific specifi-

cations rather than trying to develop a super-standard

addressing all possible metadata dimensions. An excellent

example of the advantages of this approach is given by the

adoption of XML Schema as a common schema definition

language; this has allowed, for example, TV-Anytime [7]

and MPEG-21 [6], [11] to reuse types from MPEG-7 [6],

[12], rather than defining new types [2]. Among the main
requirements relevant for a metadata standard are

interoperability, modularity, extensibility, granularity,

and media and format independence. Metadata standards

should fulfill these requirements while overcoming some

significant problems such as cost (high-quality metadata is

expensive and time consuming), subjectivity (high-level

annotations depend on the annotator’s subjectivity),

restrictiveness (tradeoff between annotator’s restrictions
and machine ambiguity), longevity (long-term needs are

difficult to foresee), and privacy (metadata may touch

individual privacy and public security) [13].

In the subsections that follow, several usage scenarios

that highlight the importance of metadata interoperability

in the context of Fig. 1 are discussed. In particular,

information push, pull, and share scenarios are considered.

Each of these scenarios demonstrates the practical

Fig. 1. Scope of metadata interoperability.
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interoperability needs at different points of the multimedia
chain as well as the associated functionality and operations

that are enabled.

A. Information Pull
Research on multimedia database retrieval has been

largely motivated by the incredible growth in digital

content and the need to locate desired content quickly and

effectively. This content may be available as part of very
large professional archives, distributed on the Internet, or

stored on consumer devices. Regardless of the location, the

challenges for multimedia retrieval remain the same,

which are basically to identify a specific piece of content or

collections of content through an input query and related

search mechanisms. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the informa-

tion pull model assumes that search, browse, and filter

operations are performed at the server side; in this way,
only the target content is pulled from upstream locations.

Given this basic challenge for search and retrieval

technology, there are varying needs for metadata interop-

erability depending on the content aggregation, distribu-

tion models, and level of interaction and query. Three

distinct cases are outlined below.

1) At one extreme are the user-driven sites, such as

YouTube, Google, and Flickr, where users upload
images and video to huge multimedia galleries and

provide input to assist the search and retrieval

process. In the current model, users typically
enter a set of textual keywords that index the

uploaded content, and the search is done based on

textual queries. Manual classification into a fixed

set of categories could also be done to facilitate

browsing by other users. One could easily imagine

that back-end processes supplement the user-

provided metadata with low-level content descrip-

tors to enable improved clustering of related
contents. It is noted that the metadata format, if

any, would be specific to the particular site.

2) At the other extreme are more controlled forms of

archiving and distribution by service providers,

such as the video on demand over managed IPTV

networks of telephone companies with guaranteed

quality of service (QoS) and content protection. In

such scenarios, various subsystems in the post-
production, delivery, and consumer environments

are required to interoperate, and search tasks

could vary from pulling specific media clips from

archive to searching an electronic program guide

for a movie with a specific rating; electronic

program guide distribution will be discussed

further in the next section. In this case, the

need to exchange metadata among various sub-
systems creates a strong need for metadata

interoperability. However, the equipment that a

Fig. 2. Pull, share, and push scenarios.
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consumer would use to search and browse content
is usually tied to a particular service provider,

therefore metadata interoperability between third

parties is somewhat limited.

3) Between these two extremes are various web sites

that publish multimedia information on a specific

topic or genre, such as news (www.bbc.co.uk),

sports (www.espn.com), consumer product re-

view (www.cnet.com), etc. The query interface in
this case is rather similar with the user-driven

sites, while the metadata generation and exchange

is closer to the service provider model.

Multimedia retrieval will vary in all of the above

settings, as will the delivery of the media itself. With a

purely text-based metadata and search process, XML

provides a satisfactory level of interoperability and specific

schemas could be defined to provide some simple structure
to the metadata, e.g., author, keywords, dates, etc.

However, to enable richer forms of searching for content,

e.g., a similarity search based on audio and/or visual

characteristics, the use of standardized metadata that

specifies a particular set of useful features, is needed. The

content metadata standards described in Section III could

be used for this purpose.

It is also worth noting the added value that interop-
erable metadata brings in the use case scenarios described

above. While it is true that many popular web and delivery

services operate very successfully today using proprietary

metadata, there is some added value when interoperable

metadata is introduced. For instance, it becomes possible

to search across different services and domains and

possibly port content and its associated metadata more

easily across devices and services.

B. Information Push
The Electronic Program Guide (EPG) is essentially a

description of programming information and a good

example of the information push paradigm. In its most

basic form, live television programs are described by

program title, channel, and time. The display format that

most people are familiar with today is a simple grid-like
structure that could be used to browse the programs at a

given time on a given channel. When a program is selected,

the device could tune to the channel or schedule a

recording of the selected program. The EPG data that is

available today is significantly richer and could include a

list of actors in a program, release and production

information, the genre, parental guidance and rating

data, as well as metadata about the media formats. Links to
related material such as trailers and reviews may also be

included along with unique identifiers and associated

rights information.

Before any of this information reaches the consumer,

various sources of information must be aggregated and

prepared for delivery. As shown in Fig. 1, service providers

require interoperability since the origin of different parts

of metadata are likely to vary, e.g., details of media formats
from one source and reviews on a program from another

source. Therefore, having a standardized metadata format

greatly simplifies the aggregation process. The next point

of interoperability is between the service provider and the

consumer, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this case,

standardized metadata to be processed on a set-top box,

PC, or gateway devices is obviously critical to enable

various functionalities to be achieved on the consumer
device, such as search, browse and filter, in an interop-

erable way; the rights metadata associated with particular

content or channels also plays a vital role in the retrieval

and delivery process. Finally, if permissible, redistribution

of select portions of the EPG data could be used to enable

access of content from networked devices within the

home. With this type of information available, new

applications could be developed to provide wider and
more efficient access to the increasing amounts of content

and improve the overall user experience.

There exist several standards that specify metadata to

support EPG services. One has been developed by the TV-

Anytime Forum and has been published as a European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) standard

[14]. Another specification has been developed by the

Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) for the U.S.
market [15] and is built upon the TV-Anytime specifica-

tion. It should be noted that both specifications reference

data types defined by MPEG-7, including those that

describe the media format. Whether such metadata is

being delivered as part of an integrated content service, or

provided as a separate service to users, its existence in the

home will play an important role in achieving multimedia

interoperability.

C. Information Sharing
A relatively new and compelling scenario for interop-

erable metadata exists in the context of sharing personal

multimedia metadata, i.e., metadata that is generated by

the user, also known as user-generated content (UGC); see

Fig. 2. YouTube, Flickr, and MySpace are prime examples

of existing web services that offer users the ability to
exchange multimedia content in an open and accessible

environment. Metadata is associated with the content

hosted by these services, thereby enabling the content to

be classified, searched, and filtered.

Generally speaking, the metadata generation could be

done using offline software tools or by consumer devices

such as digital cameras or personal video recorders. In this

information sharing scenario, it is assumed that one user
would like to share or publish specific multimedia

segments, such as a video clip, a compilation of images,

or custom playlist of songs, with another user or within a

community. This could be achieved with metadata that

includes a link to the full content and segment informa-

tion. Additional annotation, ratings, and related media

could also be added in. For copyright material, digital
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rights management would be handled through appropriate
mechanisms as described in Section IV.

Depending on the type of media, associated metadata,

and copy protection requirements, the full multimedia

package might be compatible with one of the Multimedia

Application Formats (MAFs) described later in Section VI.

In such a social networking scenario, metadata interop-

erability is required to facilitate all processes from iden-

tification and retrieval of content to its delivery and
playback.

A key difference between this case and others described

earlier is that the metadata to be shared is not necessarily

handled by a service provider, but rather the metadata from

one user is directly consumed and processed by the device

of a second user. In the case that the two devices are

manufactured by different companies, yet are still compat-

ible with one another, true metadata interoperability that is
not necessarily present in other cases has been achieved. It

is important to note that when a service provider is in the

loop, metadata is likely to be written into a particular

exchange format of their choosing that might not be based

on an open standard or published schema, which essen-

tially limits interoperability between applications and

devices. This point underscores the importance of open

standards to maximize interoperability and create an
ecosystem of applications that rely on metadata that could

be exchanged based on an open format.

III . MULTIMEDIA METADATA
STANDARDS: DESCRIBING CONTENT

This section addresses some of the most important

metadata standards for the description of the content
itself, low- and high-level, as well as the content structure,

production, and identification. Due to length limitations,

this section will give special emphasis to the MPEG

standards.

Those with interest in recent developments related to

semantic interoperability are referred to the work of

W3C’s Multimedia Semantics Incubator Group [16]. In

particular, this group has explored the very challenging
and important problem of achieving metadata interoper-

ability across existing metadata standards. This group has

also investigated the added value of formal semantics, i.e.,

semantics that could be understood and interpreted more

widely by both humans and machines, including the

specification of richer vocabularies for describing prop-

erties and classes as well as relations between those

classes.

A. MPEG-7 Standard
The MPEG-7 standard defines standardized descrip-

tion tools that allow users or agents to search, identify,

filter, and browse multimedia content. The pull, push, and

share scenarios outlined in Fig. 2 were instrumental in

defining parts of the MPEG-7 standards. Besides support

for metadata and text descriptions of the multimedia
content, much focus has been in the definition of efficient

content-based description and retrieval specifications [6],

[12], [17].

The main elements of the MPEG-7’s standard are as

follows.

1) Descriptors (D) that define the syntax and the

semantics of feature vectors and their elements.

Descriptors bind a feature to a set of values.
2) Description Schemes (DS) that specify the struc-

ture and semantics of the relationships between

the components of descriptors and between other

description schemes.

3) Description Definition Language (DDL) to define

the syntax of existing or new MPEG-7 multimedia

description tools. This allows the extension and

modification of description schemes and descrip-
tors and the definition of new ones.

4) Binary coded representation of Ds or DSs. This

enables efficient storage, transmission, multiplex-

ing of Ds and DSs, synchronization of Ds with

content, etc.

The MPEG-7 content descriptions (Ds and DSs) may

include:

1) information describing the creation and produc-
tion processes of the content, e.g., director,

author, and title;

2) information related to the usage of the content,

e.g., copyright pointers, usage history, and broad-

casting schedule;

3) information of the storage features of the content,

e.g., storage format, encoding;

4) structural information on temporal components of
the content;

5) information about low-level features in the

content, e.g., image color and edge information,

motion in video, audio spectral energy distri-

bution, sound timbres, and melody;

6) conceptual information of the event captured by

the content, e.g., objects and events, interactions

among objects;
7) information about how to browse the content in

an efficient way;

8) information about collections of objects;

9) information about the interaction of the user with

the content, e.g., user preferences, usage history.

Table 2 provides an overview of some of the more

prominent low-level descriptors in MPEG-7. Fig. 3 out-

lines examples of audio descriptors for a particular audio
sample. Once the MPEG-7 descriptions are available,

search engines can be employed to search, filter, or browse

multimedia material by comparing the individual low-level

features of each image, video, or sound asset based on

suitable similarity measures [17]. For most low-level

descriptors, the MPEG-7 standard only partly describes

how to extract these features. Extraction for most parts of
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the MPEG-7 standard is thus not normative. At the other

end of the processing chain, the means by which MPEG-7

descriptions are further processed, i.e., for search and
filtering of content, is also not specified by MPEG-7. In

particular, the similarity matching technique between

images, video, and/or sound is left to the individual

applications. This approach provides maximum flexibility

to applications for both extraction and retrieval, as well as

space to innovate within the constraints of an interoper-

able metadata exchange format. In practice, the interop-

erability is provided by the schema definition, as the search

engines know for what and where to look.

Practical search engine implementations may need to
match content based on a weighted combination of

descriptors, i.e., color and texture, or even between sound

and video, and maybe also including common text-based

queries. For this purpose, the MPEG-7 DSs facilitate a

binding among combinations of descriptors. DSs also offer

a rich set of metadata that might pertain to the higher level

semantics of the multimedia content or other attributes

TABLE 2 Examples of MPEG-7 Visual and Audio Low-Level Descriptors

Fig. 3. MPEG-7 audio descriptors extracted frommusic signal. (a) Original music signal (cor anglais, 44.4 kHz). (b) Audio waveform (AWF).

(c) Audio power (AP).
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such as production information, ratings, keywords, links to
associated material, and so on. Such metadata is invaluable

for multimedia retrieval. In addition to the vast number of

DSs that could be used for retrieval purposes, there are

also many DSs that could be applied for adaptive delivery

of multimedia contents. For instance, the description of

summaries, which provides a compact representation, or

an abstraction, of the multimedia content, can be used

for adaptive delivery of content in a variety of cases in
which limitations exist on the capabilities of a terminal or

even an end-user’s time. Also, different versions of the

multimedia content could be described by MPEG-7,

which may ultimately provide a better match to the target

device [18].

Ds and DSs are defined using the MPEG-7 Description

Definition Language (DDL), which is based on the XML

Schema Language. The DDL defines the syntactic rules to
express and combine Ds and DSs. It allows users to create

their own Ds and DSs and provides the means to express

spatial, temporal, structural, and conceptual relationships

between the elements of a DS and between DSs. It also

provides the means to define a rich model for links and

references between one or more descriptions and the data

that it describes. The resulting descriptions can be

expressed in either a textual form (i.e., human readable
XML for editing, searching, filtering) or a compressed

binary form (i.e., for storage or transmission). The Binary

Format for MPEG-7 (BiM) defines a generic framework to

facilitate the carriage and processing of MPEG-7 descrip-

tions. It enables the streaming and the compression of any

XML documents. BiM coders and decoders can handle

any XML.

As stated in [10], unlike other approaches, such as the
Resource Description Framework (RDF), ontology-based

modeling, or the Web Ontology Language (OWL), the

MPEG-7 DDL does not support the definition of semantic

relations (although this was initially foreseen). In prac-

tice, the semantics of relations between the syntactic

constructs are often only defined in Part 5 of the MPEG-7

standard, Multimedia Description Scheme (MDS), and

hence lack the formal semantics of the semantic Web
languages; this may have an impact in terms of semantic

interoperability. It is also noted in [10] that MPEG-7 uses

the DDL to define a normative schema that not only

provides the necessary syntax, but also facilitates the

description of the semantics of a single multimedia object

or collections of objects in the form of a multimedia unit.

These schema, however, are part of the MDS, not the

description language. This may be one of the technical
difficulties, among others, in adopting MPEG-7 for

commercial purposes. In addition to this, the MPEG-7

standard was also completed in a difficult period of time

for information technologies (end 2001-early 2002), so

one might also speculate that there may have been

some market and technology licensing difficulties at play

as well.

Overall, MPEG-7 is a very powerful standard that has
made an impact in a number of applications. Most notably,

BiM has been widely embraced by organizations such as

the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for mobile

applications and the Association of Radio Industries and

Businesses (ARIB) in Japan for efficient transmission of

broadcasting metadata. As for the MPEG-7 description

schemes, an MPEG-7 profile including a subset of MPEG-7

DSs has been adopted by the TV-Anytime Forum (see the
following). The adoption of the MPEG-7 low-level

descriptors is still slow and at present seen only in niche

applications. In part, it might be that the benefits of an

interoperable framework for multimedia descriptions have

yet to be realized. Also, for many applications, it is

important to automatically extract semantic information

from the media, and the analysis tools either have limited

capabilities or are not widely available. We will revisit
some of these issues in Section VI when Multimedia

Application Formats are discussed and address some

further needs in Section VII.

B. TV-Anytime Standard
TV-Anytime is an open standard for metadata

describing TV and radio programs that is designed to

support Personal Video Recorders (PVRs), program guides
such as the ones outlined in Section II-B, and related

technologies [7], [14]. The prime goal is to allow access to

content from a wide variety of sources. The specifications

are designed to exploit local persistent storage in

consumer electronics platforms; they are network inde-

pendent with regard to the means for content delivery to

consumer electronics equipment, including various deliv-

ery mechanismsVe.g., Advanced Television Systems
Committee (ATSC), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB),

Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS), and othersVas well as

the Internet and enhanced TV.

A set of open specifications was developed that enable

the interoperable searching, selection, acquisition, and

management of content independent of the means of

delivery. It addresses unidirectional broadcasts that are

associated with bidirectional ancillary information and
metadata services. This is made possible using the tools

proposed by TV-Anytime, covering:

1) content and user-related description metadata;

2) content identification and location;

3) access to metadata services and associated security

mechanisms.

The TV-Anytime Metadata Specification contains a TV-

Anytime Usage History Thesaurus, a TV-Anytime Genre
Dictionary, and the TV-Anytime Description Schemes,

many of which reference MPEG-7 tools. In the context of

TV-Anytime, metadata means Bdescriptive data about

content,[ such as program title and synopsis, as well as

information about user preferences and history. User

preference information, such as favorite actors or TV

shows, is included within the scope of TV-Anytime
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metadata to allow software agents to select content on the
consumer’s behalf. The collected usage history provides a

list of the actions carried out by the user for an observation

period, which can subsequently be used by automatic

analysis methods to generate user preferences. Usage

scenarios include tracking and monitoring the content

viewed by individual members of a household and building

a personalized TV guide by tracking user viewing habits. It

is further possible to provide, similar to MPEG-7,
segmentation metadata which supports the ability to

define, access, and manipulate temporal intervals (i.e.,

segments) within an audio-visual (AV) stream. By associ-

ating metadata with segments and segment groups, it is

possible to restructure and re-purpose an input multimedia

stream to generate alternative consumption and navigation

modes. This is useful, for example, to construct a summary

of the content with highlights or a set of bookmarks that
point to Btopic headings[ within the stream.

A normative TV-Anytime Content Referencing Speci-

fication was issued to allow acquisition of a specific

instance of a specific item of content. This ability is needed

to refer to content (in example, a series of programs)

independent of its location, whether that location is on a

particular broadcast channel on some date and time or on a

file server connected to Internet. It should also be noted
that the TV-Anytime Content Referencing Identifier

(CRID) syntax has been specified by the IETF recently as

RFC 4078, which will help to propagate this content

referencing scheme to many Internet connected devices.

The TV-Anytime System Description Specification

allows an application to Bshow[ the system behavior of a

TV-Anytime broadcast system with an interaction channel

used for consumer response. It focuses on the use of the
TV-Anytime content reference specification in combina-

tion with the TV-Anytime metadata specification in a

system context.

ARIB (in Japan), ATSC and CEA (in the U.S.), DVB (in

Europe), and others are working on the adoption of TV-

Anytime in their respective environments. This process is

being supported through cross membership of the

respective groups. Liaisons have also been established
with the EBU, MPEG, and Pro-MPEG to continue the

ongoing harmonization effort on user profiling.

C. MPEG-21 Digital Item Declaration
and Identification

MPEG-21 aims at defining the technology needed to

support users to exchange, access, consume, trade, and

otherwise manipulate digital media in an efficient,
transparent, and interoperable way [11]. This open

framework is based on two essential concepts: the

definition of a fundamental unit of distribution and

transaction [the Digital Item (DI)] and the concept of

Users interacting with Digital Items. MPEG-21 identifies

and defines the mechanisms and elements needed to

support the multimedia delivery chain as well as the

relationships between and the operations supported by
them. Within the parts of MPEG-21, these elements are

elaborated by defining the syntax and semantics of their

characteristics, such as interfaces to the elements.

A DI as defined in MPEG-21 [19] is essentially a

versatile Bvirtual container[ for metadata, structure, and

content (called resources in MPEG-21 terms). Based on

this central notion of a Digital Item, MPEG-21 standard-

ized a rich delivery framework that shifted away from the
specification of bitstream syntax and semantics, decoder

behavior (as in MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4), and

multimedia description tools (as in MPEG-7) towards a

higher level framework that supports multimedia interac-

tion and dynamic content.

It may be useful to contrast a DI with a familiar

HTML web page. The primary distinction with an HTML

Web page is that the purpose of the underlying structure
of a DI is aimed purely at declaring its constituent parts.

In contrast, the HTML web page structure aims at

marking-up text and resource content for presentation

purposes. DIs are not required to contain information (i.e.,

provided by an author) on how the resources and

metadata should be presented. As such, DIs may operate

in application areas where there are agreed upon rules

for presentation or may contain presentation descriptions
as resources. Another important functionality of the DI is

its ability to configure itself, i.e., taking into account

usage environment, terminal conditions, and network

conditions. This supports transparent and augmented use

of DIs across a wide range of networks and end-user

devices.

The means to declare the structure of a DI is provided

by the Digital Item Declaration (DID) specification. The
DID expresses and identifies the resources (e.g., MPEG-4

files) and metadata (e.g., MPEG-7 or Dublin Core

descriptions) which the authors consider to be constitu-

ents of the DI; the DID facilitates a structuring of the

resources with the metadata for the whole DI. In addition,

the DID binds together single entities and groups of

resources and metadata also allowing the metadata to be

connected to certain fragments in a media source.
The MPEG-21 Digital Item Identification (DII) frame-

work addresses a key issue in multimedia communications,

namely the ability of a device to uniquely identify various

parts of digital objects and items. This is particularly

important metadata in domains where digital information

is being copied and manipulated. The role of an Identifier

in MPEG-21 is to identify resources and the intellectual

property related to the Digital Items (and parts thereof).
Identifiers may also be used to link Digital Items with

related information such as descriptive metadata and to

identify different types of Digital Items. The key to MPEG-

21 usage is the fact that MPEG-21 can integrate existing

identifiers used in a particular application domain. Hence,

the DII part in MPEG-21 concentrates on how to integrate

existing schemes into the MPEG-21 framework.
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IV. MULTIMEDIA METADATA
STANDARDS: DESCRIBING RIGHTS
AND PROTECTION

Rights and protection information are becoming increas-

ingly important for the management of multimedia data,

most notably due to emerging business models that

distribute multimedia over the Internet or via broadband

networks. As noted in Table 1, content management

metadata generally deals with the expression of rights,

protection metadata, and governance. This section will

address some of the most relevant metadata standards that
target the interoperable description of content rights and

protection features, notably those developed in MPEG. In

Section VII-B, the role of standardized content manage-

ment metadata in the context of interoperable DRM

systems is discussed.

Other interesting developments in this area come

from: 1) Organization for the Advancement of Structured

Information Standards (OASIS) which, e.g., developed Ba
digital rights language that supports a wide variety of

business models and has an architecture that provides

the flexibility to address the needs of the diverse

communities that have recognized the need for a rights

language[ [20]; 2) TV-Anytime [7] which established a

means of securely enabling consumer content usage

while providing standardized interfaces to legacy condi-

tional access and content protection systems; 3) Inter-
national Digital Publishing Forum (IDPF), previously

Open eBook Forum, which, e.g., developed Bepub[Va

file extension of an XML format for reflowable digital

books and publications that allows publishers to produce

and send a single digital publication file through

distribution and offers consumers interoperability be-

tween software/hardware for unencrypted reflowable

digital books and other publications [21]; 4) Digital
Media Project (DMP) which targets the Bdevelopment,

deployment and use of digital media that respect the

rights of creators and rights holders to exploit their

works, the wish of end users to fully enjoy the benefits of

digital media and the interests of various value-chain

players to provide products and services[ [22], and Open

Mobile Alliance (OMA) which specifies Bstandardized
DRM solutions for content services across mobile
networks, but in a network and content agnostic manner,

which can then be used for any content and in a wide

variety of environments, services and devices[ [23].

A. MPEG-21 Rights Expression Language
The MPEG-21 Rights Expression Language (REL) [11],

[24] is an XML-based, machine-readable language pro-

viding a method for specifying rights and conditions

associated with the distribution and use of assets like

content, e.g., BRob permits Alan to play a particular

movie for one week if he pays $10.[ The REL provides a

standard, precise, flexible, extensible, and rich way to

express grants of rights. It is agnostic to types of assets,
platforms, and media, and expressive enough to support

applications that can go beyond digital rights manage-

ment (DRM), e.g., privacy protection, playing the role of

a generic authorization language. With this purpose in

mind, the REL:

1) defines syntax and semantics of a machine

interpretable language that can be used to specify

rights unambiguously that apply throughout the
content’s life cycle;

2) provides an authorization model to determine if

an authorization or access control request can be

granted the right to perform an action on a

resource according to REL expressions;

3) supports many business models in the end-to-end

distribution value chain.

The REL has no intention of replacing legal rights
and does not specify how and when rights should be

created, communicated, audited, and enforced. It is

based on eXtensible rights Markup Language (XrML) 2.0

[25] which was selected by MPEG for its expressiveness

and unambiguity over Open Digital Rights Language

(ODRL) [26].

The REL data model is based on the notion of grant, see

Fig. 4. A license is a container of grants, issuers, and some
other related information and it is the central (metadata)

entity in the model. A license conveys that an issuer

authorizes rights in the forms of grants (one or more). A

grant implies giving to a claimant something that could be

withheld. The MPEG-21 REL models a grant as

BPrincipal+Right+Resource+Condition[ with each of

these terms defined as follows.

1) Principal refers to the identification of a party
(User) to whom a Right is being granted.

2) Right relates to the usage of the Digital Item

(content, metadata, and associated structure) that

one User provides to another, and thus the action

that a principal can be granted to exercise against

some resource (content) under some condition.
3) Resource regards the identification of the Fobject_

(DI or part thereof) to which a principal can be
granted a right.

4) Condition specifies the terms, conditions, and

obligations under which rights can be exercised.

In summary, a grant specifies that a Principal has a
Right over a Resource under certain Condition. With this

model, very flexible rights metadata expressions can be

generated allowing the machine-processable exchange of

rights, e.g., using agents. The adoption of common rights
metadata along the content life-cycle is important not only

for interoperability reasons but also because rights

metadata will naturally be changed and manipulated as

content moves along the multimedia chain.

Closely coupled with the REL, the MPEG-21 Rights

Data Dictionary (RDD) is a dictionary of key terms which
are required to describe rights of Users and provides a
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mechanism for the extension to further terms through a

registration authority. The RDD includes:

1) a 2000 terms data dictionary based on a logical

structure, event-based data modelVthe Context

ModelVwhich is used to construct a natural

language ontology for terms in rights management;

2) methodology for continuing extensibility;
3) management mechanism by ISO Registration

Authority.

The RDD supports interoperability of meaning (se-

mantics) for the MPEG community. There are 14 RDD

BActTypes[ Terms (verbs) defined to support the REL

specification; these verbs are the baseline actions that can

be used in REL grants. Together, the REL and the RDD

modularly provide metadata tools at different layers which
are essential to build a harmonized and integrated

complete metadata framework.

B. MPEG-21 Intellectual Property Management
and Protection Components

The MPEG-21 intellectual property management and

protection (IPMP) components standard [11] provides a way

(notably metadata) to include protected and governed content
in anMPEG-21 DIwhich is the basicmultimedia content entity

in the MPEG-21 framework. Its objectives are to:

1) provide a mechanism for Users to protect a DI and

its declaration using a specified protection scheme;

2) provide metadata to express governance, e.g.,

rights, over a specific part of a DI hierarchy to be

governed while maintaining the transactability

and schematic validity as a DI;

3) allow DIs to be used in conjunction with many

DRM schemes;

4) offer a degree of interoperability between
schemes by acting as Brich[ metadata containers

which can describe content and its availability in

one of several DRM formats.

While the IPMP Components standard does not

specify a full DRM system, and thus, on its own, cannot

make IPMP systems interoperable, it does allow terminals

to be able to understand how to process protected

content, and, with the appropriate rights (and business
agreements), it will permit interworking between systems.

The MPEG-21 IPMP Components standard includes two

main tools.

1) IPMP Digital Item Declaration Language (IPMP-
DIDL)VSpecifies a way to include protected

content in an MPEG-21 DID document, see

Fig. 5. In particular, a schema is specified that

provides a means to attach protection metadata to
a specific part of the DI hierarchy. This facilitates

the representation of a protected DI structure

within a DID document by encapsulating pro-

tected DIDL elements and linking appropriate

Fig. 4. MPEG-21 REL data model.

Fig. 5. Relation between DIDL and IPMP-DIDL.
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IPMP Information to them, thereby allowing for
encryption and other forms of protection over the

DIDL hierarchy while maintaining the DI as an

exchangeable container. The description of IPMP

governance and tools is required to satisfy IPMP

conditions for a DI or its parts to be accessed.

2) IPMP InformationVProvides information about

the protection of elements in a DI (the metadata

itself), expressing governance in a flexible and
extensible manner. It defines structures for

expressing information relating to the protection

of content, including tools, mechanisms and

licenses by:

• IPMP General Info DescriptorVContains gen-

eral information about IPMP tools and rights

expressions relating to a complete DID;

• IPMP Info DescriptorVContains the descrip-

tion of the specific IPMP governance and
tools applied to a certain part of a DI

hierarchy protected with IPMP DIDL, that

is, the specific tools applied, keys, a license

specific to that content, and so on.

While managing governance and thus rights is a

difficult issue, especially in the standardization arena due

to the dominance of large companies and industry with

conflicting interests involved, governance metadata is

central for effective machine-readable exchange of
multimedia content. Content management metadata is

clearly an area where standardization has to move

forward while carefully considering the impacts of

increased interoperability in business models and trust

management.

V. MULTIMEDIA METADATA
STANDARDS: DESCRIBING CONTEXT

While content descriptions certainly provide useful
information for the retrieval and delivery of content, a

description of the usage environment or context is also

necessary so that the original source content could be

matched with its final destination (see Fig. 6). Generally

speaking, the usage environment covers a wide range of

factors that might affect the optimal means by which

content is ultimately consumed. This section focuses on

the most important context factors, including terminal
capabilities, network characteristics, user characteristics,

and natural environment characteristics.

The most relevant metadata standards in this space

include the MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA)

standard [27], [28], which specifies a rich set of tools

based on XML to enable multimedia adaptation, and the

composite capability/preference profiles (CC/PP) devel-

oped by the Device Independence Working Group of the
W3C Consortium, which specifies a structure and vocab-

ularies for device capabilities and user preferences based

on the resource description framework specification

(RDF) from W3C [29]. CC/PP is also the basis for the

User Agent Profile (UAProf) specification [30] of the

OMA, which specifies hardware and software character-

istics of the device as well as information about the

network to which the device is connected and application/
user preferences.

Since the primary aim of this section is to underscore

the general utility of context metadata for multimedia

retrieval and delivery, a detailed and exhaustive compar-

ison of the different standards in this space is not given.

Fig. 6. Concept of universal multimedia access, related to a growing mismatch between multimedia content sources

and terminal/network capabilities.
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Instead, a select set of metadata fields in the categories that
are most relevant to multimedia retrieval and delivery is

covered, with a focus on elements that have been

standardized as part of MPEG-21 DIA. It should be noted

that while DIA and CC/PP differ in their solutions (e.g.,

XML-based versus RDF-based, coverage of certain device

attributes, etc.), the general approach is essentially the

same. That is, both specify an explicit description of the

context that is negotiated and exchanged. In contrast to
this approach, the Digital Living Network Alliance

(DLNA) has considered an alternative approach, which is

to specify context profiles with mandatory support for

certain media formats. This approach is currently favored

in the home networking industry and will also be discussed

as part of this section.

A. MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation
The MPEG-21 DIA specification provides a very rich set

of metadata tools to guide the multimedia adaptation

process and facilitate access to a diverse usage environ-

ment, where this usage environment comprises terminal

capabilities, network characteristics, user characteristics

and natural environment characteristics. In addition to

these usage environment description tools, DIA also

specifies a number of tools that enable one to formulate
explicit limitation and optimization constraints. In this

way, additional guidance could be provided to an

adaptation engine in a standardized way so that a more

satisfactory adaptation could be determined and/or to limit

the space of feasible adaptations so that the required effort

to search for an optimal solution is reduced. The standard

also specifies a means to describe the relationship between

the above constraints, the feasible adaptation operations
satisfying these constraints and associated utilities that

result from a particular adaptation. Further details on such

an adaptation framework may be found in [31] and [32]. In

the following, a brief overview of selected usage environ-

ment description tools and a discussion of their relevance

for multimedia retrieval and delivery is provided.

Terminal capabilities are characterized in terms of both

receiving and transmitting capabilities. Such a description
is used to satisfy consumption and processing constraints

of a particular terminal. Important attributes include

codec capabilities, input–output characteristics, and other

device properties, such as CPU characteristics. These

various description categories include the following.

1) Codec CapabilitiesVSpecify the format a particular

terminal is capable of encoding or decoding, e.g.,

an MPEG-X profile@level. Given the variety of
content representation formats that are available

today, it is not only necessary to be aware of the

formats that a terminal is capable of handling, but

it is sometimes important to also know the limits

of specific parameters that affect the operation of

the codec. In MPEG standards, the level definition

often specifies such limits. However, it is possible

that some devices are designed with further
constraints or that no specification of a particular

limit even exists. Therefore, the codec parameters

as defined by MPEG-21 DIA provide a means to

describe such limits, e.g., the maximum bit rate

that a decoder could handle.

2) Input–Output CapabilitiesVInclude a description

of display characteristics, audio output capabili-

ties, and various properties of several types of
input devices. Describing the capabilities of a

display is obviously very important as certain

limitations that impact the visual presentation of

information must be taken into consideration,

such as the resolution, the color capabilities, and

rendering format. The same is true for audio

output devices, where descriptions of frequency

range, power output, signal-to-noise ratio, and the
number of output channels, are described. Finally,

user interaction inputs define the means by which

a user can interact with a terminal. With such

information, an adaptation engine could modify

the means by which a user would interact with

resources. For instance, knowing whether a

terminal has the ability to input information

through a keypad or microphone may affect the
interface that is presented to the user.

3) Device PropertiesVCharacterize power-related at-

tributes of a device, as well as storage, data IO

characteristics, and CPU benchmarks. A descrip-

tion of the power characteristics provides infor-

mation pertaining to the consumption, battery

capacity remaining, and battery time remaining.

With such attributes, a sending device may adapt
its transmission strategy in an effort to maximize

the battery lifetime. Storage characteristics are

defined by the input and output transfer rates, the

size of the storage, and an indication of whether

the device can be written to or not. Such attributes

may influence the way that content is retrieved,

e.g., whether it needs to be streamed or could be

stored locally. To gauge computational perfor-
mance, a benchmark-based description might also

be useful, where the CPU performance is

described as the number of integer or floating-

point operations per second. With such a measure,

the capability of a device to handle a certain type

of media, or media encoded at a certain quality,

could be inferred.

Two main categories are considered in the description
of network characteristics: capabilities and conditions. The

capabilities define static attributes of a network, while the

conditions describe dynamic behavior. These descriptions

primarily enable multimedia adaptation for improved

transmission efficiency.

1) Network CapabilitiesVInclude attributes that de-

scribe the maximum capacity of a network and the
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minimum guaranteed bandwidth that a network
can provide. Also specified are attributes that

indicate if the network can provide in-sequence

packet delivery and how the network deals with

erroneous packets, i.e., does it forward, correct, or

discard them.

2) Network ConditionsVSpecify attributes that de-

scribe the available bandwidth, error, and delay.

The error is specified in terms of packet loss rate
and bit error rate. Several types of delay are

considered, including one-way and two-way

packet delay, as well as delay variation. Available

bandwidth includes attributes that describe the

minimum, maximum, and average available

bandwidth of a network. Since these conditions

are dynamic, time stamp information is also

needed. Consequently, the start time and duration
of all measurements pertaining to network

conditions are also specified. However, the end

points of these measurements are left open to the

application performing the measurements.

User characteristics play an important role in the way

that content might be filtered or customized. In the

context of multimedia retrieval and delivery, user

preferences might suggest a preferred format for
different classes of devices. MPEG-7 has standardized a

collection of metadata related to user preferences. The

basic data types have also been adopted by other

standards including TV-Anytime [14] and MPEG-21 DIA

[28]. It should be noted that the standards do not specify

how such user data is collected, but one could imagine

that if they are not provided directly to, e.g., a service

provider or device, that they could be collected in an
automated and transparent means. As this data is often

considered private, the distribution and maintenance of

such data needs to be carefully handled, and content

management metadata and the associated protection

tools as described in Section IV have an important role

to play here.

1) User InteractionVDescribes preferences of users

pertaining to the consumption of the content, as
well as usage history. The MPEG-7 content

descriptions can be matched to the preference

descriptions in order to select and personalize

content for more efficient and effective access,

presentation, and consumption.

2) User PreferenceVDescribes preferences for dif-

ferent types of content and modes of browsing,

including context dependency in terms of time
and place. It is also possible to indicate a weight

that corresponds to the relative importance of

different preferences, the privacy characteristics

of the preferences, and whether preferences are

subject to update, such as by an agent that

automatically learns through interaction with

the user.

3) Usage HistoryVDescribes the history of actions
carried out by a user of a multimedia system. The

usage history descriptions can be exchanged

between consumers, their agents, content provi-

ders, and devices, and may in turn be used to

determine the user’s preferences with regard to

content.

Finally, there are several description tools that describe

aspects related to the natural environment. The main
purpose of these tools is to enable multimedia adaptation

according to particular location, time, or audio–visual

environment.

1) Location and TimeVRefers to the location and

time of usage of content, respectively. Both

description tools make use of MPEG-7, in

particular the Place DS and Time DS. Besides

being stand-alone tools, both tools are utilized in
the specification of user characteristics as well.

2) Audio–Visual EnvironmentVDescribes audio–visual

attributes that can be measured from the natural

environment and affect the way content is deliv-

ered and/or consumed by a user in this environ-

ment. For audio, the description of the noise levels

and a noise frequency spectrum is specified, while

illumination characteristics that may affect the
perceived display of visual information are speci-

fied for the visual environment.

B. DLNA Media Format Profiles
In contrast to metadata standards that explicitly

describe contextual information, DLNA has released

design guidelines to achieve interoperability among

home devices, which among other things deals with media
format interoperability [33]. The approach that has been

taken is to define a set of mandatory media format profiles

that all devices within a device class or category are

required to support. According to the guidelines, a profile

defines the combination of AV compression formats,

media-specific attributes and parameters, as well as a

system level format and any other information that would

sufficiently describe the encoded content. The intention of
such a model is to achieve a baseline format for home

network interoperability. Optional media formats are also

specified to allow for broader support of other popular

media formats.

The latest volume of media format profiles as defined

by DLNA specifies the detailed guidelines to enable

interoperability between DLNA devices in the digital

home [34]. An example profile would define the AV media
formats as well as the encapsulation or system layer

format. For instance, a profile ID of AVC_MP4_BL_L2_
CIF30_AAC indicates that the video coding format is

compliant to H.264/AVC Baseline (BL) Profile at Level 2.

The picture resolution is CIF (352 � 288) and the maxi-

mum frame rate is 30 Hz. The audio format is AAC with a

maximum bit rate specified by DLNA as 128 kb/s. The
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encapsulation for this DLNA profile is designated as MP4
meaning the MPEG-4 file format is used. As one could

imagine, given all the possible AV media and encapsulation

formats, the total number of profiles is potentially quite

large; therefore, the guidelines specify only the most

practical and useful combinations for given regions of the

world. Each device class is then designated sets of

mandatory and optional formats based on the media

format profiles that have been defined. As new media or
transport formats become available, the DLNA guidelines

would need to be extended accordingly to define new

profiles.

In order to support interoperability between devices of

different classes, it is expected that some Btranslation[
between the required media format profiles of different

device classes would be needed. Additionally, DLNA

specifies rules about conversion between optional and
mandatory formats to ensure that content can be enjoyed

on all compliant devices. Interoperable DLNA devices have

been demonstrated in major trade shows and are expected

to penetrate the market in the next year or two.

While DLNA is expected to be successful in the home

networking and consumer electronics market and OMA

devices are currently utilizing the UAProf specification in

the mobile domain, there do exist greater needs for context
metadata as devices begin to connect with media outside

their current domains. Of course, this is unnecessary if all

devices could conform to the same specifications and

guidelines and proprietary solutions did not exist. Unfor-

tunately, this is far from today’s case; it is still very difficult

to network consumer electronics and mobile devices, for

instance, and allow content playback between different

service domains. Context metadata is essentially a bridge
between these different worlds and will become more

essential as the demand for media connectivity between

devices grows. While this may take a number of years for

the industry to resolve, it is likely that pockets of

interoperability between different domains begin to

emerge before a complete and open solution is achieved.

VI. MULTIMEDIA METADATA
STANDARDS: NEW DIMENSION

The colossal evolution of the digital multimedia landscape

in the past 10–15 years has brought the complexity of

multimedia applications from simple, almost stand alone,

tools to sophisticated sets of tools that provide a number of

intimately related functionalities. As a consequence,

today’s users need well integrated packages of
toolsVsuper-formatsVthat provide complete solutions,

for example, coding formats combined with content

metadata and IPMP tools, rather than fragmented tools

for which the ideal combination and integration has to be

found. This trend is especially meaningful for metadata

and metadata standards since they are a hard sell on their

own, if not somehow combined or linked with the data

they describe. This motivation was also behind the
development of the Advanced Authoring Format (AAF)

and Material eXchange Format (MXF) [35] developed by

various organizations such as SMPTE and EBU. For

example, the MXF was developed to create a universal

format to exchange media files with associated data and

metadata between otherwise incompatible systems; it was

designed to work across networks with servers, work-

stations, and other digital media devices. In this context,
MPEG also felt the need to develop standard packages of

technologies providing the industry with solutions better

fitting the user needs, the so-called multimedia application

formats (MAFs).

Before proceeding with a more detailed description of

MAFs, it is worth pointing out that the definition of

technology packages for particular application domains is

especially important for metadata since specific ontolog-
ical elements, and thus semantics, may be added to enrich

the ontology. Such extensions in the semantic dimension

should be possible without changes to a baseline specifi-

cation, which could be, for example, more focused on the

syntactical dimension. It is even possible to think about

technology packages across (metadata) standards devel-

oped by different standardization bodies, e.g., MPEG and

W3C, to bring an even larger scale of interoperability.
While there may be other complications, having a clean

ontological mapping between different standards would

certainly be a major advance.

A. MPEG Multimedia Application Formats
Until recently, MPEG standards basically defined tools

addressing well identified user requirements; these tools

were typically clustered depending on their functionalities
and related content types, e.g., MPEG-X Systems, MPEG-X

Video/Visual, MPEG-X Audio. The combination of MPEG

tools to build multimedia applications was left to the

companies developing the applications and products and,

eventually, to the users. Most of the time, industry

consortia were created (outside MPEG) with the target to

define the combination and integration of the tools

adequate for a specific application domain. The farthest
MPEG typically went in terms of specific application

domains was through the definition of profiles and levels

addressing specific classes of applications, e.g., systems

only, video/visual only, and audio only profiles and levels;

never combinations of them [36].

With the increasing complexity, sophistication, and

deployment speed of multimedia applications, MPEG

finally recognized that the past approach of letting
adopters of MPEG standards define the best combination

of tools to use, within and across MPEG standards, was not

only preventing interoperability but also impeding the

usage of MPEG tools, notably metadata tools. This was

especially critical for products developed by smaller

companies, which without having the resources of big

companies, e.g., to participate in the standardization
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process itself, could hardly define the best combination of
MPEG tools for their business.

To address this status quo and provide the users a new

layer of standards and thus interoperability, MPEG

decided to define a new type of standard, know as

MPEG-A, which specifies the so-called MAFs stipulating a

combination of already tested and verified tools taken from

the entire MPEG standards body and providing an

appropriate global technical solution for a class of
applications. A given MAF uses tools and profiles from

selected MPEG standards (or parts of standards) and

combines them into a single standard. Ideally, a MAF

specification consists of references to existing profiles

within MPEG standards and does not specify by itself new

technology. MAFs offer another standardization model

where MPEG provides the users with packaged solutions,

including coding and metadata formats combinations,
without waiting for industry consortia to define these

combinations with all the disadvantages this implies. To

better meet this goal, the MPEG-A standard specifies not

only the multimedia application format itself but it also

provides the related software implementation. The soft-

ware demonstrates how MAFs are used and offers vendors

an easier start for developing multimedia products.

MPEG’s ultimate objective for MAFs is to stimulate the
increased use of MPEG technology through additional

interoperability of different media at the application level.

This new MPEG standardization dimension seems

particularly relevant for the future deployment of the

MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards, notably to overcome

some of the issues mentioned at the end of Section III-A.

The specification of standard super-formats where meta-

data tools appear in combination with other multimedia
tools, notably for coding and protection, playing a central

role in the functionalities provided, may be an important

step to stimulate the adoption of the main MPEG metadata

standard.

B. Music and Photo Player MAF Cases
Among the various MPEG MAFs already defined, there

are a couple which can very well demonstrate the benefits
of this new standardization approach: the Music and the

Photo Player MAFs. While the Music Player MAF targets

interoperability for digital music libraries in which each

music asset is defined as a combination of audio, metadata,

and images (for example, the cover image associated with

the relevant music recording), the Photo Player MAF has a

similar target for digital photo libraries. For both

scenarios, a standard file format is required to allow for
easy management and organization of digital content for

exchange, browsing, retrieval, categorization, etc. This

type of packaging standard is believed to be very important

to accelerate the large adoption of metadata standards

which is still small.

The Music Player MAF will give users the capability of

handling audio data, metadata, and images for individual

pieces of music as well as for entire collections of music,
such as complete albums or playlists. Similarly, the Photo

Player MAF allows the users to wrap a collection of JPEG

photos with associated metadata into a single file that can

be easily exchanged among users and between diverse

digital devices, such as digital cameras, PDAs, camera

phones, personal computers, and portable media players;

users can also define subcollections supporting different

ways to organize and play the content, for example based
on people present, events, and places (categories may be

hierarchical and can be defined by the users).

The Music Player MAF defines three file formatsV
song, album, and playlistVwhich allow containing a single

music track (MP3) with associated metadata and a single

(JPEG) image, and create complete album and playlist files

based on song files. While the song file is based on the

MPEG-4 file format, the album and playlist files are based
on the MPEG-21 file format and the MPEG-21 DID [11].

The MPEG-4 file format supports the storage of metadata

associated to a data track; the associated metadata

describing the audio track, like artist or song name, is

expressed in MPEG-7 MDS tools [12]. Since the MP3

bitstream files can contain associated metadata, typically

ID3 tags [1], a specific ID3-MPEG-7 MDS mapping has

been defined for this purpose in the MAF specification.
In terms of metadata, the Photo Player MAF goes

beyond the Music Player MAF since it wraps (in MPEG-4

files) a compact set of MPEG-7 MDS and Visual metadata

as well as Exif [37] metadata (mapped into MPEG-7) since

this metadata is commonly used in digital cameras and

thus available with JPEG images. Two different subsets of

MPEG-7 metadata exist in the Photo Player MAF:

collection-level and item-level metadata. Each subset shall
be binarized according to the MPEG-7 BiM format [12],

using a corresponding simplified version of the MPEG-7

schema. Photo-player devices can be implemented with

either a fixed binary encoder/decoder, according to syntax

defined in the MAF, or can include a full BiM encoder/

decoder, which infers the binary syntax from the XML

Schema. The collection-level descriptive metadata gathers

information about the collection such as the creator,
creation time, last update, and the name of the collection.

The item-level descriptive metadata gathers information

about each item in the collection; both MPEG-7 MDS and

MPEG-7 (low-level) visual descriptors can be used, notably

the dominant color, scalable color, color layout, color

structure, edge histogram, and homogeneous texture

descriptors; the inclusion of low-level visual descriptors

allows performing advanced content-based search and
retrieval such as query by example, photo categorization,

and situation-based clustering. This is the first time a

standard package format includes low-level metadata

which is a rather big step for metadata standards.

To increase the value of these MAFs and address

more business models, the Music Player MAF has already

specified a specific solution to address the important
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music industry requirement of content protection. In the
Music Player MAF, protection is provided in two

Bflavors[ which derive from different understandings of

interoperability in the context of protected music. In one

flavor, the music tracks, images, and metadata are

wrapped in a MPEG-4 file protected with fixed encryp-

tion (AES 128), without key management components,

while in the other flavor music tracks, images and

metadata are wrapped in a MPEG-21 file protected with a
flexible tool selection and key management components.

Protection is an issue currently under consideration for

the Photo Player MAF; it is expected that the protection

tools for this MAF will be aligned with those in the

Music Player MAF.

VII. METADATA STANDARDS: FUTURE
NEEDS AND CHALLENGES

This paper has reviewed a number of metadata standards

related to content description, context description, as well

as the description of rights and protection. Standardized

application formats that attempt to combine various tools,

notably metadata tools, into a single interoperable format

for particular classes of applications have also been

discussed. Considering the aims of this effort, which is
mainly to demonstrate the utility of metadata standards

with traditional AV playback components, it is worth

examining the future needs for metadata standards. In the

following, a brief outline of such needs and future

challenges in the context of the interoperable metadata

scenarios discussed in Section II, and the various metadata

standards described in Sections III–VI, is provided.

A. Ease of Use
Internet users have become very accustomed to

searching and browsing on the web from a PC. Similar

functions are already being supported on mobile devices,

television sets, automotive systems, etc. However, current

non-PC search and retrieval systems are rather inefficient

in performing this task. There is a number of reasons for

this ranging from a poor user interface to unnatural
methods of input. It should be clear that the user interface

and method of interaction to perform search and retrieval

functions efficiently needs to change significantly with

each environment. This implies a tighter coupling between

the metadata used to facilitate search and retrieval

functions with the interface and mode of interaction. In

the following, we examine a couple of different ways that

future metadata standards could be tailored to improve the
ease of use in diverse usage environments.

As an example, consider multimedia search and

retrieval functions in an automobile, e.g., while on a

long roadtrip or in an unfamiliar city. The tasks at hand are

to locate nearby seafood restaurants, browse the menus of

these restaurants, access any available reviews, possibly

make a reservation at the desired place, and finally get

directions to the target location. While these functions
would be routine and easily executed from a PC, the

automobile environment is a far more challenging setting

since the modes of input and consumption are very

limited, especially for drivers. Assuming these functions

are supported by an advanced form of car navigation units,

it should be clear that text-based entry would not be

optimal towards achieving the desired goals. In contrast, a

speech-based interface would be much more accommo-
dating, provided that the robustness of speech recognition

engines is sufficiently high. One standard that might

support such a direction is VoiceXML [38], which is a

markup language for creating voice user interfaces that use

automatic speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis.

VoiceXML is essentially a standard dialog design language

that developers could use to build conversational applica-

tions. One drawback of this approach is that the dialog
tends to be more rigid and structured and does not allow

for a more free-form Google-like search process of existing

web content. To enable a more flexible and loosely

structured process, future metadata standards might be

tailored to operate on the basis of speech primitives, such

as phonemes. In this way, speech-based queries could be

better matched with speech-based metadata that pertains

to the content, which in our example would be restaurant
names, menu items, information about ratings, etc. Similar

challenges for search and retrieval of multimedia infor-

mation as described in this example also exist in the mobile

and television environments, e.g., see the work of

Wittenburg, et al. [39] on applying speech-based query to

EPG search on the television. While the solutions may be

different depending on the context and type of media to be

consumed, it is necessary to identify common require-
ments for future metadata standards that enable richer

forms of multimodal input, such as voice and gestures, to

be used for multimedia information retrieval as illustrated

in Fig. 7. In 2002, the W3C launched an activity on

multimodal interaction, which aims to allow users to

dynamically select the most appropriate mode of interac-

tion for their current needs and improve ease-of-use.

Interested readers are referred to the documents and
reports that have been produced by this group, which

include various use cases and requirements, as well as the

specification of a multimodal architecture [40].

Another very important dimension to the ease-of-use

problem is managing the complexity of all the function-

ality on a given device. In a mobile device for example,

search and retrieval could be one of 20 different features

and the function might be very difficult to access and use
through the complex and embedded menu structure on

most mobile phones. As televisions begin to connect to

the home network and gain access to content stored on

external hard-drives and the Internet, we will also begin

to see problems in managing the different tasks and

sources of media. To alleviate some of these burdens, a

new standard is being developed by CEA that aims to
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specify a representation of task models for common tasks
on a particular device and how they are performed [41].

In a task-based interface, the user and system interact

primarily in terms of high-level goals, which the system

decomposes into primitive actions that are directly

supported by the one or more devices involved. Task

models could help the search and retrieval process by

representing goals more abstractly, i.e., rather than leaving

the user to determine how to do a particular search, task-
based interfaces would allow the user to interact at the

level of what they actually want to do, e.g., search for a

particular sports highlight. Task models would also

support more natural language interaction since the task

models could offer a vocabulary of goals for users to talk

with and provide the system with information for how to

achieve them, e.g., helping to narrow a search according to

specific parameters of interest. Filling the semantic gap
between low-level and high-level descriptions has re-

mained one of the key challenges in multimedia retrieval,

and it is worth considering whether metadata standards

that help to model such relations would reap certain

benefits.

B. Transparency
Interoperability of multimedia retrieval and delivery

must be achieved without any notable burden on users. For

this to be realized, all processes from search and query to

rights management, delivery, and consumption, must work

globally and be automated to some extent. While metadata

standards described in this paper are one important step

towards achieving this goal, there do remain some open

problems for seamless and transparent interaction with

content.
We first consider the problem of media format

interoperability, which is very important given the

growing number of media formats and explosion of
multimedia devices with varying capabilities. Assume a

desired piece of content is located via a search portal,

which provides access to contents in distributed locations.

If the multimedia that has been located cannot be

delivered over the current network or played back on the

current device, there is a need for adaptation. If the search

portal is equipped with the appropriate codecs, it might be

able to pull the content from the source server and perform
the conversion in real-time without the user even knowing

that such a conversion is being executed. However, if the

search portal is not able to perform the conversion, an

alternative would be to invoke a service discovery process,

where an adaptation service that is capable of transcoding

the content according to the provided specifications

could be found. This scenario could be enabled using

tools specified by OWL-based Web Service Ontology
(OWL-S) [42] and MPEG-21 DIA conversion capabilities

descriptions [28]. A related problem is determining what

types of adaptations are permissible. This is a challenging

problem since various attributes of the media/coding

format as well as the adaptation process need to be

specified in an interoperable manner. The MPEG-21 DIA

specification in conjunction with the MPEG-21 REL and

RDD specifications provide a solution to this problem as
well; finally, governance of these permissions may be

performed through the MPEG-21 IPMP Components

metadata.

One major problem related to transparency is the lack

of interoperability between DRM systems. As one exam-

ple, consider a cable television system that uses condi-

tional access with certain usage rules. Once the content

has been transported through the cable network and stored
in the cable set-top box, there is currently no way to access

this content and translate the usage rules to another

Fig. 7. Evolution of metadata formats to match with different input modalities.
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content management and copy protection system. This
lack of interoperability prevents wider access to content

that the user may be entitled to. Similar cases exist when

users subscribe to a particular multimedia service that

provides content via the Internet but have limited playback

and portability due to noninteroperable DRM between

different devices. There are clearly needs for standards in

this domain so that a transparent experience and increased

portability of contents that are within the user’s rights
could be enabled. Fig. 8 illustrates the notion of an

interoperable DRM layer that essentially performs a

translation of the usage rules, which are expressed as

metadata, from one system to another. As an example, this

would enable content delivered by a cable operator such as

Comcast to be retrieved and played on an Apple iPod or

Microsoft device.

C. Application-Oriented Metadata
Metadata for the description of multimedia content

tends to be somewhat generic. This is done to enable a

wide range of applications with the same metadata format.

To be more useful for particular applications, some level of

customization seems necessary while still maintaining

interoperability. To better understand the implications

that this might have on future metadata standards, we
consider two distinct applications in the following:

surveillance and sports.

In most surveillance applications, retrieval of specific

events are likely to require more than what is currently

offered by MPEG-7 technology. For instance, a particular

application might have the need to identify specific
surveillance related events such as Bback door alarm

triggered[ with a given time stamp and key frames around

that time. Other applications might require the results of a

motion trajectory analysis to be recorded as a set of classes

that is useful and well understood in the given application

context. In the sports application, there exist a similar set

of useful extensions. For instance, recording the formation

of the defense in a football game for a particular play is
essential for coaches in postgame analysis. Recruiters

might be interested in retrieving all the scenes where a

designated player identified by the team and jersey number

is near the penalty box. Finally, broadcasters have wide

range of annotation needs that enable them to retrieve

content clips easily at a later time to become part of news

segments or half-time analysis reports.

While MPEG-7 or other metadata standards could
provide a useful set of descriptions for the two application

domains discussed above, it should be clear that many of

these requirements are not directly satisfied by existing

standards or profiles. For instance, the particular structure

of the metadata might not be in an ideal format, certain key

elements might be missing, there might be a great deal of

unnecessary elements and dependencies associated with a

particular metadata tool, etc. At the same time, it would not
make sense to define such specific metadata tools for each

application and every imagined purpose. One solution

would be to profile a useful subset of tools offered by

existing standards such as MPEG-7 and then consider

extensions of the profiled schema according to specific

Fig. 8.Multimedia retrieval anddelivery frameworkwith interoperableDRMlayer thatperformsmappingofusagerules (expressedasmetadata)

in a trusted environment and based on well-defined guidelines and specifications.
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application requirements; these extensions may be defined
by MPEG or outside fora that are focused on specific

applications and have domain experts in those areas. Since

the current MPEG-7 standard offers a very rich and

powerful set of description tools, many of which provide a

very useful framework for a number of applications, further

profiling work is needed based on specific industry needs;

this may also involve defining new classification schemes

with specific application-oriented controlled terms.

D. Multimedia Authoring
There is currently an abundance of software available

for capturing multimedia, compressing it in a particular

format and editing. However, a complete authoring

package including interoperable multimedia content

descriptions and encapsulation of media and metadata

into a standardized file format is needed to make it easier
for content producers to generate complete multimedia

packages with rich metadata.

One example of this is the annotation tool developed by

IBM researchers [43], which accepts MPEG video as input

and produces MPEG-7 descriptions for each shot in the

video sequence. The annotations include static scene

descriptions, key object descriptions, event descriptions,

and other lexicon sets. The annotated descriptions are

associated with each video shot and are stored as MPEG-7
descriptions in an output XML file. A screen shot of this

tool is shown in Fig. 9. Another metadata editing tool has

recently been released by NHK in Japan [44], [45]. This

tool aims to provide a common platform for generating

content-based metadata as well as a means for editing and

integrating new feature extraction techniques. The

proposed metadata production framework is compatible

with the MPEG-7 standard.
Generally speaking, it is necessary for such annotation

mechanisms that support interoperable metadata formats

to be included as an integral part of multimedia publishing

software. In this way, content creators and users would

have a natural and streamlined way to associate inter-

operable metadata with the content being produced, and

audio-visual payloads with associated metadata are

encapsulated in a single file format, such as the MP4 or
MPEG-21 file format, or transport stream, such as the

MPEG-2 Transport Stream. It should be noted that

combining metadata and media formats is also supported

quite naturally by the new MAFs being developed by

MPEG. An automated means of multimedia analysis may

also be included as part of the software package to enable

richer content descriptions without knowledge of the

underlying descriptors and description schemes [46]. This

Fig. 9. Screenshot of video annotation tool (courtesy of IBM [43]).
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coupling of both low-level and high-level descriptors

provides a mapping of low-level descriptors to semantic

concepts and has the potential to substantially improve the

retrieval of multimedia information.

E. Standard Querying
In order to help servers to better cope with the various

user queries, an interoperable query format is needed. In

addition to this need to standardize the input query format,

constraints on the output may also be imposed to limit the

response to only that information that the user is interested

in or could handle. A prime example of a query format for
generic XML documents is the XQuery specification [47],

which specifies a language to provide several kinds of

expressions that may be constructed from keywords,

symbols, and operands; these expressions serve as the

query format and are used to guide the retrieval process.

Such a need for multimedia data was also felt byMPEGwho

after developing the MPEG-7 standard found there was a

lack of interoperability in terms of the capability to query
specific multimedia features of MPEG-7 enabled databases,

devices, and applications in an interoperable way. While

the current MPEG-7 standard provides tools to describe

multimedia content, the interface to support queries in a

MPEG-7 database was not defined; since these standard

interfaces are not defined, each MPEG-7 database offers its

own query interface, which prevents clients from experi-

encing aggregated services from various MPEG-7 data-
bases. Without a well-defined standardized input query

format, users may not be able to access multiple databases

easily because they have to tailor their request to match the

constraints of each database. Moreover, without a well-

defined standardized capability of describing the output

query format, which may be also part of the input query,

users cannot control or specify the format of the result sets

from the various databases.
With these limitations in mind, MPEG decided

recently to develop the so-called MPEG Query Format

(MPQF) framework which intends to provide a standard

format for the requests sent to the server and the response

sent from the server and additional tools for query

management capability. The final goal is to provide the
industry with a unified/standardized way to accept and

respond to user requests for multimedia contents searches.

The MPQF standard will not specify the behavior of the

server because the specific behavior of the server will

differ from implementation to implementation. However,

the clients using MPQF do expect the servers to

understand the received query given in MPQF and to

provide the requested data in the requested MPQF output
format.

To provide such capabilities, the MPQF framework

will include three major normative elements (see

Fig. 10) [48].

1) Input Query FormatVDefines the combination of

syntax and semantics for the interface between

clients and servers, through which the client

provides search criteria and associated data as well
as the syntax and semantics of the interface,

through which the clients want the server to

return the result data.

2) Output Query FormatVProvides an interface for

the response from the server to the client. The

greatest part of the response format is defined by

the Input Query Format which is sent from the

client to the server.
3) Query Management ToolsVTools to support the

functionality that is required to manage the query

transaction between the clients and the servers.

The query management tools do not include tools

that are supported by network protocols and are

intended to be network and media agnostic.

It is expected the MPQF will integrate well with

MPEG-7 and be based on XML-related technology. The
MPQF specification is planned to be finalized by

early 2008.

Fig. 10. MPQF normative elements (in dashed box) [48].
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VIII . CONCLUSION

Since multimedia data is now available everywhere in

growing amounts, metadata is increasingly important for
the efficient and effective retrieval, filtering, and manage-

ment of this content. Moreover, many application

scenarios ask for metadata interoperability which raises

the need for metadata standards. This paper reviewed the

status quo in terms of metadata standards to understand the

level of maturity of the technology and of its deployment.

After studying future needs, trends, and challenges, this

paper attempts to project what the next developments will
be in terms of metadata standardization. The major

conclusion of this paper is that further harmonization
among metadata standards is needed and that a modular

development approach that targets complementary and

application-specific extensions is needed. Authoring and

querying in transparent, easy, and more powerful ways are

still major issues to be addressed. h
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